Abstract-Chinese loan words of English origin can be roughly divided into three groups: phonemic loan, semantic loan and combination of the above two. This paper gives a brief sketch of the three different kinds of loanwords and goes a step further to point out that semantic loan tends to be the eventual form of adaptation for words borrowed from English, for the reasons that Chinese is monosyllabic, Chinese writing system is morphemic, and has little to do with its sound system, etc. Therefore, direct replication of the pronunciations of English words (phonemic loan or transliteration in this sense) is not compatible with the coding structure of Chinese. It tends to be replaced by loan translation or semantic loans. To support this hypothesis, this paper presents a data-based analysis of 55 borrowed lexical items as found in 80 articles from a Chinese newspaper and a magazine. The findings show that transliterated loanwords are not as well-accepted as semantic loans in Chinese and usually are replaced by the latter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chinese is the language that has the largest number of speakers in the world. English, the international lingua franca, is probably the only "world language" in the field of politics, entertainment, pop culture and technology. Interaction between these two "giant" languages is becoming ever more intense under the present situation of social-economic and technological communication. The result is language change. Lexical borrowing, one of the important aspects of language change, is the focus of the present paper.
When English words enter into Chinese, most of them undergo adaptations. The adaptation of a loanword demands to preserve certain information from the source word while still satisfying the constraints that make the lexical item sound like a word of the recipient language (Kager, 1999) . The present paper focuses on the constraints on loanwords' assimilation in Chinese. It is to be observed from a comparison between different types of loanwords in Chinese, namely, phonemic loan, semantic loan and the combination of the two. It puts forward a hypothesis that Chinese adapts foreign words primarily via loan translation due to certain typological as well as orthographic constraints. To testify this, a small-scale qualitative and also a quantitative research are carried out.
II. CLASSIFICATION OF LOANWORDS IN MANDARIN CHINESE
While analyzing different layers of loanwords in Mandarin Chinese, it is necessary first to describe all their main types. To solve this problem, I choose to apply the principles offered by Einar Haugen (1950) who divides borrowings into 3 main types:
(1) Loanwords show morphemic importation without substitution.
(2) Loan blends show morphemic substitution as well as importation.
(3) Loan shifts show morphemic substitution without importation.
Haugen's first type of loanwords implies borrowing of both the meaning and morphemes of a word from a donor language, i.e. a loanword which is completely adopted by the recipient language without any substitution with the native morphemes. This is equivalent to phonemic loans in Mandarin Chinese. Haugen's second type refers to borrowing with partial substitution with native morphemes and equals to hybrid loanwords, while his third type, morphemic substitution without importation, implies only the meaning of the original word is adopted while all its morphemes are substituted with the native morphemes. In Chinese, this is equivalent to loan translation or semantic loan.
The present study concentrates on the first and the third type while combines the second type, loan blend, with the first type since both of them involves importation and importation is their most prominent characteristic, especially when considering Chinese loanwords borrowed from English. Furthermore, such a classification facilitates the argumentation of loanwords' integration into Chinese in the following part. Another type, a mingling of phonemic and semantic loans, is added as the third type. Phonemic loans or transliterated loanwords in Mandarin Chinese refer to words that are phonologically similar both in English and Chinese. They are used in Chinese with the closest possible sound and the closest possible meaning to the original word. For example, Chinese "mai ke feng" is basically identical to English "microphone" and is used in the same context. In the writing system, "mai ke feng" is represented as "麦克风". The three characters mean "wheat, gram, and wind" respectively. They are just combined together to imitate the sound of the English word. Another example is the English word "fan" whose Chinese equivalent is /fen si/ (the sound is itself an imitation of the plural form "fans"), the Chinese characters chosen to represent the sound is "粉丝"which refers to a kind of noodle like food. Sometimes this can be very confusing for beginning Chinese readers who cannot immediately realize that one should read just the sound and ignore the meaning. What's more, to transcribe the sounds of foreign words, Chinese has also coined some characters that do not mean anything. For instance, "coffee" in Chinese is /ka fei/ represented in the writing system as "咖啡". These two characters do not have any specific meaning in Chinese, they are just coined to symbolize the sound of the English word.
A. Phonemic Loan (Transliteration)
THEORY
B. Semantic Loan
A semantic loan is a process of borrowing semantic meaning rather than lexical items from another language, very similar to the formation of loan translation.
The present study treats loan translation as a type of semantic loan because the mechanism that produces a semantic loan is very similar to that of a loan translation, being a process of borrowing semantic meaning from another language. Loan translation (also known as "calque"), in its narrow definition, refers to word-for-word (or morpheme-for-morpheme) translations of some foreign words or expressions. Here, the actual word (i.e. phonological shape) from the donor language is not borrowed; instead, how that language conveys a particular notion is borrowed. What happens, then, is that the recipient language uses its own word to convey the desired notion of the donor language word (Myers-Scotton, 2006). In Chinese, it means to create a compound word that actually translates the concept behind the borrowed word. For example, English "blueprint" is known as /lan tu/(蓝图, literally means blue+ picture), "flagship" is /qi jian/(旗舰, flag+ship), and "bottleneck" is /ping jing/ (瓶颈, bottle+neck). There are also many English words calqued from Chinese, such as "running dog" is from Chinese 走狗(/zou gou/), "lose face" from Chinese 丢脸 (/diu lian/), and "long time no see" from Chinese 好久不见(/hao jiu bu jian/), etc.
C. Combination of Phonemic and Semantic Loans (Phono-semantic Matching)
Besides transliteration and loan translation, there exists another type of loanwords, the combination of phonemic and semantic loans, or phono-semantic matching, as Zuckermann (2003a) calls it. Phono-semantic matching is distinct from calquing. While calquing includes semantic translation, it does not consist of phonetic matching (i.e. retaining the approximate sound of the borrowed word through matching it with a similar-sounding pre-existent word/morpheme in the target language). Words borrowed in this way are not only phonologically similar in English and Chinese, but the Chinese characters selected to represent the sound has also the similar meaning with the original word. For example, Coca Cola in Chinese is 可口可乐/ke kou ke le/, which translates literally as "tasty, can make you happy". Besides, there are words which not only have a perfect combination of sound imitation and meaning representation in the writing system, but with very creative and imaginative meanings in the choice of Chinese characters. For example, English "miniskirt" in Chinese is 迷你裙/mi ni qun/, the three characters literally mean "attract you skirt." As Myers-Scotton (2006) points out: "Speakers try to find Chinese characters that stand for a similar reference to the borrowed words. But speakers also want the characters to sound like the borrowed word. They end up with some very imaginative ways of accommodating a borrowed word…" words she gives as examples are shown in table-1: This kind of loanwords usually appears in brand names for commercial purpose. Their occurrence is largely coincident. Therefore, they do not account for much in the loan words family. Among these three types, semantic loans or loan translation seem to be more popular. The reason why it is more easily accepted by Chinese has to do with language structure and orthographic constraints which are to be explained in the following part.
III. ORTHOGRAPHIC CONSTRAINTS ON THE INTEGRATION OF ENGLISH LOANWORDS INTO CHINESE
By orthographic constraints, we mean that Chinese writing system, as compared with the English alphabetic orthography, may have played a role in the integration of English loanwords. When an English word is borrowed into Chinese, it first undergoes phonological changes to sound like Chinese. Then, certain Chinese characters will be selected to represent the sound. It is the choice of Chinese characters that pose much of the problems. Zuckerman (2003a) points out: "In Chinese, it is impossible to import the Anglicism as it stands, for example by morpho-phonemic adaptation. One can calque the Anglicism or neologise, but----at least in writing----one cannot import the sound without using indigenous characters…the use of Chinese characters is a necessity."
A transliterated English loanword which emphasizes sound imitation and overlooks the similarity between the meaning of the original word and the meaning of characters selected to symbolize the sound usually sounds strange to native Chinese speakers, especially to monolinguals who are not familiar with English sounds.
The writing system of Chinese is unique in that it is primarily pictographic and ideographic and has little or almost nothing to do with its sound system. By "pictographic", we refer to characters such as 山(mountain)and 火(fire)which are originally pictures of the objects they denote, whereas "ideographic" refers to characters such as 明（bright）which is composed of two radicals meaning respectively the sun and the moon, and the whole character meaning brightness. Therefore, unlike alphabetic orthography, each Chinese character is a self-contained unit of form, sound and meaning. In native speakers' minds, there is a strict correspondence between syllable, character and meaning. That is to say, a syllable has a meaning and a meaning is represented with a character. Zuckermann (2003a) , after studying the Chinese writing system, concludes that it is multifunctional: pleremic ("full" of meaning, e.g. logographic), cenemic ("empty" of meaning, e.g. phonographic) and simultaneously cenemic and pleremic (phono-logographic). He argues that Bloomfield's assertion that "a language is the same no matter what system of writing may be used" is inaccurate. "If Chinese had been written using roman letters, thousands of Chinese words would not have been coined, or would have been coined with completely different forms (Zuckermann, 2003b ) ."
After thousands years of evolution, pictographic characters do not constitute a large part of Chinese characters, however, the habit of writing and recognizing script forms in terms of images has evolved into a cognitive process that is deep-rooted in Chinese people's minds. This cognitive process----thinking, writing and decoding in terms of images have long been interacting and reinforcing one another for thousands of years, and, as a result, have played a significant role in shaping Chinese culture and Chinese mind (Jia & Jia, 2005) . A question Chinese people frequently ask when hearing an unfamiliar word is: "which character do you refer to?" Therefore, when an English word, with its original sound and meaning, enters into Chinese, it, first of all, has to be processed in Chinese people's mind, analyzed as meaningful characters and then decided whether it can be accepted or not. When it turns out to be that the combination of the several characters that make up an English word does not make any sense in Chinese, the word will most probably be replaced by a semantic loan or loan translation or simply be discarded.
IV. DATA

A. A Qualitative Study
The data in this study were collected from a Chinese newspaper, Beijing Youth Daily and a Chinese magazine, Beijing Youth Weekly. The Beijing Youth Daily is the official newspaper of the Communist Youth League Committee in Beijing. It is one of Beijing's most widely-circulated newspapers, publishing an average of 50 pages a day in 32 provinces. Similar to major newspapers in any language with a national circulation, Beijing Youth Daily has a great deal of coverage of important events in China and around the world. Beijing Youth Weekly, likewise, targets primarily the young readers in Beijing. It features shopping, travel, performances, and various aspects of pop culture in Beijing. It consists of three different sections, "focus", "life" and "entertainment". It is considered that the loanwords found in this newspapers and magazine represent Chinese borrowings from English, in vocabulary as well as in grammar, which was mainly why this newspaper and magazine were chosen.
The data were obtained from articles published in Beijing Youth Daily and Beijing Youth Weekly, in August, September, October, November and December 2011. The days for data collection were randomly decided. In Beijing Youth Daily, articles were selected from all but the Sports Section which was felt least likely to contain loanwords. In Beijing Youth Weekly, articles were selected from all the sections. For both the newspaper and the magazine, the data were obtained from the electronic versions on their websites. The headlines were scanned first. If the headline suggested that the article might have lexical items borrowed from English, the article was downloaded and became part of the data. Usually only one article was selected from any section in one issue. The data thus collected contain approximately 80 articles. Approximately 47 articles were taken from Beijing Youth Daily, and 33 articles from Beijing Youth Weekly. The 80 articles contain a total of 55 loanwords. A list of all the items is given in the appendix.
The following observations can be made about loanwords found in the above mentioned newspaper and magazine. First, the number of transliterated words and loan translations is roughly the same, which is not in line with our assumption that there are more loan translations than transliterations. However, this does not necessarily mean that our assumption is wrong, but certain social psychological reasons are involved, which are to be explained in the following. Second, the number of loanwords found in the newspaper and the magazine is also roughly the same, which testifies our decision in choosing this newspaper and magazine as our source of samples. Finally, as expected, cases of combination of phonemic and semantic translations are mostly brand names.
B. A Quantitative Study
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After the above-mentioned small-scale qualitative study, we did a quantitative research, using a database called National Broadcast Media Language Resources on Line, a large-scale dynamic and diachronic broadcast media language monitoring corpus which includes different periods of radio and TV multimodal database. In order to examine the use and frequency of all the listed borrowed lexical items, we typed in all those borrowed words and defined the time period to be from January 2004 to December 2010, hence got the frequency of these words. Table-2 is a comparison between the type of loanwords which is most frequently used and the type which is least frequently used. Things that are noteworthy about the result of this corpus investigation are as follows. First, the number of loan translations which are frequently used is more than that of transliterations. Here, the criteria to judge whether a word is frequently used or not is arbitrarily defined as the time of appearance in the corpus to be over 700. Altogether, there are 8 loan translations that occur more than 700 times in the corpus whereas only 3 transliterations that meet this standard. What can be implied is: loan translations, compared with transliteration, are well-accepted and more frequently used in modern Chinese. In addition, among the three frequently used transliterated words, there are 粉丝(fans)which does not completely belong to transliterations because 粉丝 is a Chinese word which already exists and refers to a kind of noodle-like food. The extension of its meaning to enthusiasts has some special pragmatic effects which may explain its high frequency in the corpus. However, we still place it in the category of transliteration because elements of phonemic translation involved in its appearance in Chinese are more prominent. The other two transliterated words that have a relatively high frequency are 台风(typhoon) and 艾滋病 (aids). Their high frequency can be explained through the fact that healthcare and world climate change are among the hot topics in these years' news report.
Second, the number of least frequently used transliterated words is more than that of loan translations. Here, the criterion to judge whether a word is infrequently used is arbitrarily defined as the appearance in the corpus to be less than 100. There are 8 transliterated words which meet this standard while only 3 loan translations. Obviously, there are more transliterated words that are not well-assimilated in Mandarin Chinese.
Third, the average frequency of loan translations is higher than that of transliterations, which provides further evidence that loan translations are more easily integrated in Chinese than transliterations. In other words, transliterations do not last long and is likely substituted with other words.
Last but not least, some of the transliterated words, but none of the loan translations in the data occur with typographic flagging and metalinguistic commentary. Typographic markings include italics, boldface, or quotation marks, while metalinguistic commentary usually translates or explains a term. Both of them indicate that the loanword is used infrequently and probably restricted to bilingual speakers and at the beginning of the borrowing process (Field, 2002) .
C. More Evidence
Besides these observations from the corpus investigation which in some degree attest our hypothesis that loan translation tends to be the last form of adaptation for English words borrowed into Chinese, there is an interesting phenomenon that provides further evidence. Some English words have two versions of Chinese translation, one of them transliteration while the other loan translation or semantic loan. When these words are first borrowed, they take the form of transliteration, after a period of time, this transliterated version is replaced by a semantic loan, and in between, there is a period when people just hesitate as to which version of the words they should use. Examples are as follows in More examples can be found in words from the May Fourth period. The May Fourth Movement was an anti-imperialist, cultural, and political movement growing out of student demonstrations in Beijing on May 4, 1919, protesting the Chinese government's weak response to the foreign intruders. This is also a period in Chinese history where the interaction of Western and Eastern civilizations became ever more intensive and made a tremendous influence on the Chinese society and Chinese language as well. In the process of imitating and learning West, large amounts of English words were imported into Chinese, most of them presented in the form of phonemic translation and most of them were later replaced by semantic loans (Mavromatis, 2009 However, despite the typological and orthographic constraints, there exist a considerable amount of transliterated words which, like loan translations, are also well established in Mandarin Chinese. This is probably due to social-psychological factors that are to be discussed in the following.
D. A Counter Force: Socio-psychological Tendency
The use of English loan words may serve to indicate social status. Words from languages associated with high social-economic status sound fashionable, so being able to pronounce them in a way approximating their original form gives the speaker a certain prestige (Myers-Scotton, 2006). Therefore, we see words transliterated into Chinese which are relatively long and which contain several Chinese characters. For example, the English word "outlets" in Chinese is 奥特莱斯/ao te lai si/. Among the four characters selected to represent the English sound, 奥/ao/ and 莱/lai/ are coined characters which has no specific meaning and can only be taken as alphabet-like signs, while 斯/si/ in ancient Chinese, means "this" and is seldom used in modern Chinese, only 特/te/ is a modern Chinese morpheme which means "special". So 奥特莱斯 can be regarded as a typical example of transliteration. Its popularity in modern Chinese is a result of "prestige" tendency as mentioned above.
Similarly, another result of the "prestige" tendency of the English influence on Chinese is the appearance in modern Chinese of so-called "lettered words" which are spelled with letters from foreign alphabets. This has appeared in magazines, newspapers, on web sites and on TV, such as U 盘 (USB), IT 业, WTO, GDP, etc. there are even some lettered words that do not come from English, but from Pinyin(Chinese alphabet), such as HSK(han yu shui ping kao shi, 汉语水平考试，Test of Chinese Language proficiency).
The existence of these transliterated loanwords and the appearance of "lettered words" can also be regarded as the result of the widespread of bilingualism. Bilingual members of the speech community, who are aware of the English pronunciation, make an effort to authenticate the borrowed word by replicating its original phonology. Then, this replication of the words' original pronunciation is imitated by monolinguals out of intentions to try to look fashionable or well-educated, etc. However, we can also be bold enough to say that at least, some of these transliterations will eventually be replaced by loan translations because the force of language structure constraints is more powerful than that of socio-psychological tendency. And Chinese do not accept polysyllabic words whose components cannot be analyzed as meaningful sounds. Probably the word 奥特莱斯, in the coming future, will be replaced by 直销店/zhi xiao dian(literally meaning a direct sale shop), 工厂店/gong chang dian(literally meaning a factory shop) or 打折村 
V. CONCLUSION
English loan words, when entering Chinese, are first modified phonologically to sound like Chinese, and then certain Chinese characters are selected to represent the sound, sometimes the choice of characters can be a perfect combination of meaning and sounds, i.e. not only preserves the sound but the meaning of the original English word. However, this case of coincidence seldom happens. In most cases, English loans are transliterated into Chinese which tend to be replaced by loan translations. The reason behind this tendency is mainly orthographic. Opposite to this, there is also a "prestige" tendency that facilitates the absorption of English sounds.
English, being the "world language", is exerting its influence over most languages in the world. However, its impact on the Chinese language is relatively weak due to the differences in their coding systems. It appears that Chinese is hard to be acculturated and will remain robust in the face of global English.
